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The WTO’s Environmental Database (EDB) contains all environment-related notifications submitted by WTO members as well as environmental measures and policies mentioned in the Trade Policy Reviews of WTO members.

EDB DISCLAIMER
The environmental database has been prepared under the WTO Secretariat’s own responsibility and is without prejudice to the positions of WTO members or to their rights and obligations under the WTO.

NOTIFICATIONS
To improve the transparency of WTO’s members trade measures, members are required to report their measures in the form of notifications to the relevant WTO body.

TRADE POLICY REVIEWS (TPR)
The WTO conducts regular reviews of member trade policies. For each review, two documents are prepared: a policy statement by the government and a detailed report written independently by the WTO Secretariat.
EDB Environment-related Subsidy Notifications and Measures
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- Number of Subsidy Measures
- Number of Subsidy Notifications
Subsidy notifications and measures under the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures

* Under the Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, WTO Members notify once every two years, which explains the year-on-year variation in environment-related ASCM notifications and measures. See G/SCM/M/30, para. 6 and G/ScM/M/46, para. 43.
EDB-Environment-related objectives (top 10)
2009 – 2021
EDB - Type of Support Measures (2009-2021)

- Grants and direct payments: 54%
- Tax concessions: 14%
- Loans and financing: 10%
- Income or price support: 1%
- Non-monetary support: 20%
- Other support measures: 1%
EDB - Breakup by Sector (2009 – 2021)

- Agriculture: 37%
- Services: 13%
- Other: 6%
- Not specified: 0%
- Mining: 1%
- Manufacturing: 9%
- Forestry: 5%
- Fisheries: 7%
- Energy: 16%
- All products/economic activities: 6%
- Chemicals: 0%
EDB - Subsidy Measures: Agricultural Sector 2009 – 2021
EDB - Subsidy Measures: Energy Sector 2009 – 2021
EDB - Subsidy Measures: Fisheries Sector
2009 – 2021
EDB - TPR Entries 2009-2020

EDB- Total TPR Entries 2009-2020
(9,383 entries)

EDB - Subsidy Entries in TPRs 2009-2020
(1,086 entries)

*TPR Entries for 2021 currently being uploaded
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This document/presentation has been prepared under the Secretariat's own responsibility and is without prejudice to the positions of Members or to their rights and obligations under the WTO.